
Digital Input adapter TOSLINK

Analog Input adapter 3,5mm (mini) jack                                                              Digital Input adapter Audiobus

The trivum Digital Input adapter convert in a simple 
way optical TOSLINK sources to the 
trivum Audiobus.

The trivum Analog Input adapter uses a 3,5mm 
(1/8 inch) TRS for it‘s input. So it is flexible for daily 
application.

The trivum Audiobus is our special bus for audio 
sources. It‘sdesigned for high quality audio connec-
tions and to avoid interference.
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Digital Input
With the optical TOSLINK connection you can connect 
high-grade cd player, TV, video game consoles and 
many more devices to your trivum multiroom system.

Analog Input
With the analog input connection you can connect fast 
and simple a wide range of analog sources.

trivum Audiobus
To connect to a trivum system, we use our trivum 
Audiobus. With a shielded CAT5 cable you don‘t need 
any special wiring. With it‘s symmetrical routing, it avoid 
interference for a high quality audio connection.

Bus powered
Our trivum Audiobus supply the power for the adapters. 
So you don‘t need any external power supply. That 
makes installation more easy with less wiring.



trivum Digital Input
trivum Analog Input

Specification:

Connections:  Digital Input adapter: 

 Input optical TOSLINK, Output RJ45 (trivum Audiobus).

 Analog Input adapter:

 Input 3,5mm (mini) jack, Output RJ45 (trivum Audiobus).

Funktion:  Digital Input adapter: 

 Convert digital audio sources to symmetrical trivum Audiobus.

 Support audio-sampling rates up to 96kHz / 24bit.

 Support mixdown from 5.1 channel-audio to 2 channel-audio.

 Analog Input adapter:

 Convert analog sources to symmetrical trivum Audiobus.

Compatibility: AudioAktor 4x, C4 Input Connect, C4 Speaker Connect, C4 PowerAmp Connect

Please Note: The trivum Audiobus wiring must be a point-to-point connection between the adapter and  

 the trivum system. You must use a shielded CAT5 cable. 

 Router/Switches are not supportet. 

 The adapter is trivum powered via the CAT5 cable. Please do not connect other devices,   

 as they can be damaged.

Power: No external power supply needed. 

 The adapter is bus powered from trivum AudioAktor 4x and trivum C4.

Dimension: 70mm x 25mm x 37mm (WxHxD)
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The focus of trivum’s development lies on KNX and music. The trivum Multiroom System offers the highest possible degree of 

functionality and quality in an intelligent control. Special features of all trivum products are the simplicity and the flexibility 

combined with the possibility of integration in KNX surroundings. The spectrum of possible trivum solutions involves single 

rooms (like e.g. music for the kitchen) or even networks your complete home with music. For more information please visit 

www.trivum.de.


